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Will Smith as Case Study: Instagram (29.1M followers) and Facebook Watch (832K followers) 
 
When Will Smith joined Instagram and gave us hilarious, exciting, and awe-inspiring 
content, everyone took notice. From posts directed by Michael Bay to sharing creative 
fan art, he curated a community of followers engaged with witnessing him as a human 
being. Will also didn’t seem to be selling us much; it was just a (highly polished) look into 
his (insanely amazing) world via (well edited) posts ...until he launched his own digital 
series via Facebook Watch. The first episode of “Will Smith’s Bucket List” currently has 
41M+ views (more than his follower count on either Facebook or Instagram), 148K 
reactions, 13K comments, and is approaching 40K+ shares.* 
 
This is a fascinating example of a celebrity/influencer finding their best platform, creating a community, and then 
pivoting that audience so that he could conquer another platform with digital content. 
 
*all numbers above as of March 22, 2019 
 

 
 
 
Destination Pride: Storytelling + Technology = Campaign for Social Good 
 
The award-winning “Destination Pride” campaign is an example of how digital content 
can merge storytelling with innovative tech for the purpose of doing global social good. 
Three 30-second videos served as the introduction to a campaign for PFLAG Canada. 
By visiting destinationpride.org and entering a location, the Pride flag appears on screen 
to serve as a data visualization resource to help the LGBTQAI+ community better travel 
safely. How “gay friendly” is Amsterdam? What policies exist in New York City? 
 
Beyond being a travel tool, it also serves as a way for advocates and allies to help effect 
change. According to the site, San Francisco and Los Angeles get high marks for marriage equality and 
anti-discrimination laws, but gender identity protections are lacking. For those of us seeking ways to be of  
service, Destination Pride offers visual evidence for where we can join their mission and take action. 
 

 
 
 
American Koko: “I don’t even own a TV.” 
 
In 2016, new Emmy categories were added to honor (and keep pace with) the content 
audiences love: short form digital. Networks and digital platforms are wisely diving into the 
shorter end of the programming pool (pun intended and mildly apologized for). Whether it’s 
with a documentary style “Humans of New York” series on Facebook, or one of my personal 
favorites, the cleverly scripted and wonderfully acted “American Koko” via ABC, short form 
digital content can be as entertaining as it is profitable. 
 
In conclusion: audiences both young and less young truly love short, bingeable content -- particularly those of us 
familiar with commutes via public transit (I’m looking at you, BART ride from SFO to 19th Street in Oakland). 
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https://www.instagram.com/willsmith/
https://www.facebook.com/willsmithsbucketlist/
https://www.facebook.com/willsmithsbucketlist/videos/390789375043049/
https://destinationpride.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-JVRG-inUs&list=PLjPN7tnTd3NtQFgTN3qYExPPj-a8UIsNA&index=2&t=0s
https://destinationpride.org/
https://destinationpride.org/destination/united-states/california/sf
https://destinationpride.org/destination/united-states/california/los-angeles
https://abc.go.com/shows/american-koko

